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Abstract
Today, the lithium battery developments are driven by the electric mobility deployment, especially for light duty vehicles. 
The main challenges of new battery generations lie in improving performance (energy and power densities), durability 
(cyclability) and reducing critical raw materials. To this purpose, international roadmaps defi ne several future generations 
of lithium batteries:

• Gen3b as incremental evolution of the present generation with a signifi cant reduction of cobalt with equivalent 
performance and durability,

• Gen4 “solid state” batteries, as disruptive solution with a solid electrolyte instead of the traditional liquid one in order 
to increase signifi cantly energy density and safety,

• Gen5 for the next decades with batteries such as Lithium-Sulfur or Lithium-Air.

Like land mobility, the aviation sector must decarbonise. Sevaral solutions are investigated:

• Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) for long, mid and short range aircrafts

• Hydrogen for mid and short range aircrafts

• Batteries for short range aircrafts and drones

So batteries appears as a elastic solutions for aircraft electrifi cation in national and European roadmaps for the next 
decades. Batteries would be used alone for small aircrafts or drones or hybridized with fuel cells for bigger aircrafts.

CEA is involved in next battery generation development from material to integrated systems as well as in battery recycling. 
Some examples of CEA battery developments for aeronautical applications will be given.


